FACULTY NOTES

On the feast of Presentation of Our Blessed Lady Tuesday, the Basilian Fathers celebrated the Centennial Anniversary of the founding of their order. The forming of the order took place in 1822 at Annony in France, where a school had been established for the education of young men, especially those intending to become priests. This was necessary there as the clergy of France had been reduced by persecution during the French Revolution to about one-third its necessary number.

Previous to the establishment of the College at Annony a school had been conducted in secret, but when the country became more free this school was placed at Annony. It was taught like a seminary by secular priests, but this method of conducting the school was found to be unsatisfactory so the ten professors decided to form a community of their own. They drew up a set of rules which were approved by Rome in 1822. The chief aim of the community is to educate boys with the hope of supplying candidates for the priesthood.

When the religious communities were forbidden in France, the members were invited to open a College at Toronto, Canada where they met in 1852 and opened St. Michael's College and later one at Sandwich.

Father Player, former acting Superior General of the Basilians, visited the College for a few days this week.

SOCIAL NOTES

Society and Football are terms which seem comnhatitive of all altogether opposing elements. Never the less the annual Army vs. Navy game is always a rendez-vous for the home of society, particularly of the national capital. Next Saturday also a great event both in its social and athletic aspects will take place on the historic battle grounds of Wigele Park.

Though not the greatest game of the Purple and White from a purely football standpoint never the less regarded from a social view it will be of a very colorful character. The Mac-Macs are the pride of the Border Cities and it is expected that the citizens will be there to lend support to the defenders of their colors.

It will be a great excursion for the students because it is tradition that the Purple and White, encouraged by the moral support of a loyal student body, have always returned from the field bearing the laurels of victory or the satisfaction of a glorious contest.
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ASSUMPTION IS OLIVET VICTIM

Last Saturday the Purple and White jouneyed to Olivet where the were defeated by the score of 13-0, in a hard fought battle. Assumption outplayed the Methodists during the first quarter but were unable to score. In the second quarter Olivet rallied, and by line plunges and end runs marked by classy interference put the ball over, following with the added point for a goal. The half ended with the score Olivet 7, Assumption 0.

Olivet again scored in the 3rd quarter, but failed in the attempt for goal. Assumption threatened for the second time near the close of the third quarter, when a series of well executed forward passes brought the ball to Olivet's 20 yard line. But here the Olivet defense proved too strong and their advance was stopped. Neither team could score in the final quarter.

WARRIORS LOSE.

In a slow and somewhat unspirited game the Warriors lost to the Ford City Outlaws 13-5. At half time the Purple and White were leading 5-0, but lost completely their team work in the final periods.

MINIMS WIN. 52-0

The Ford City Outlaw Juniors furnished little opposition for Father Tische's speedy Minims. Although this squad found the game decidedly one-sided they did not end their heavy scoring until the final whistle.

ASSUMPTION VS. MIC-MACS.

Saturday closes the foot-ball season for the College eleven when they meet the Windsor Mic-Macs at Wigle Park. Assumption is hopeful of victory in their final contest.

It is expected that the Tai-Kuns will play a preliminary game with the Windsor Horseshoes. The Tai-Kuns have already met and defeated this aggregation, but much opposition is expected on account of the new material the Horseshoes have added to their team in the personels of several Collegiate players who have been ruled out of their team by authorities.

WHEN IN NEED OF SPORTING GOODS GO TO BRISCOE'S

117 London St. W. Windsor.

GYM SHOES, $2.25 - 3.75 and 7.50

BOXING SHOES, - $5.50.

GYM JERSEYS, (cotton) 75¢ and $1.00

PANTS, White .65 & $1. Khaki, 1.35 & 1.50

HAND BALLS, 10¢ each; Baseball Gloves, 10¢

Call telephone 3568F and any article will be forwarded to you at the College.
Jim; "The Bible says 'that man was made to jabber'"
Jack; "You bet he was! No one ever did it voluntarily"
La France; "Do you think a girl should learn to love before 21?"
Rock; "No indeed, that's too big an audience."
Benoit; "Adam, probably."

Kenny; "Up for speeding) "Good morning judge, how are you feeling?"
Judge; "Fine. § 25."

She; "Are you fond of letters?"
Hermes; "I love you.

Lawyer; "This man can't serve on the jury, he has the itch"
Judge; "Very well, scratch him out."

She; "I want to buy an easy chair for a friend of mine."
Salesman; "Morris?"
She; "No, you don't know him, Joe McCabe."

Fallon; "You say you feed your hogs sugar when they get sick, how's that?"
Gibbons; "Didn't you ever hear of sugar cured hams?"

LaFrance says; It must have been a slippery day when the prodigal son return for the bible says 'his father went out to meet him and fell on his neck.'

McKenna says; I call my girl 'fawn', because she is a little dear.
Dalton says; I call my girl 'pig', because she is a little seedy. But Phelan says; I call mine 'garage' because she never shuts up.

Banker; "Are you honest, what are your references?"
Durand; (applying for a position) "Well I worked in a bath house for three months and never took a bath."

Charlie; "Say Fritz, how did you like the girl I dug up for you?"
Fritz; "Well as far as I am concerned you can bury her again."

Fr. Coughlin; (in 3-l) "McIntyre, stand up straight!"
McIntyre; "I can't father, I'm not built that way."

Hermes; "What's the most nervous thing next to a woman?"
Biden; "Me - next to a woman."

Successful merchant; "Do you know that I began life as a barefoot boy?"
Kronk; "Well I wasn't born with shoes on either."

Haine; "Jabber's son, they say, could talk when only two weeks old."
Hermes; "That's nothing, the bible says 'Job cursed the day he was born."

She; "I wish God had made me a boy."
Dulon; "He did - I'm no."

A cat may have nine lives but look how often a frog croakes.

Old mother donkey, as she roamed thru the grass,
Was always complaining, her son was an ass.

Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white as milk,
And Mary had a little calf, its fleece was made of silk.
Said the glove to the ring; "You are there at the bent of her finger,
Said the glove to the ring; you are there at the bent of her finger,
but I hold her hand.
Said the ring to the glove; "G'wan your only a kid."

Pocock; " I dreampt last night that you were married. What is that
a sign of?"

Bidner; " Why that is a sign that you were dreaming"

Marcotte; " Why is a king like a book?"
Renaud; " I give up, why?.
Marcotte; " Because they both have pages."

He; " I feel ashamed to take you from your daddy's roof to move to
our own home."

She; " Oh! That's alright, I didn't live on the roof anyway."

Lucier " So you played the counterfeiter's game last Saturday."
Mr. Sheehan; " How that?"
Lucier; " Made a lot of fake bucks."

Tom McCarthy was over heard singing the following ditty;
When icecream grows on macaroni trees
When Sahara sands are muddy
When cats and dogs wear ovencoats
That's when I like to study.

Shag; " Let's sing something classical, fellows"
Cook; " Alright, how about the 'alas of a Shirt' by Hoffman?"
Shag; " Oh! no, that's only a rag"

A girl by the name of Miss Homer
Though she could write just like Homer
But the publisher said
Get it cut of your head,
As a Homer, you're sure a misnomer.

Tailor ( measuring Zott for a new suit ) " How about the pockets sir?"
Zott; " Quart size please."

Woolcott; " What would you say, dear, if I put my arms around you?"
Mary C. ; " At last!

Mr. Night was singing a song,
And he sang it loudly and strong
When told he was flat
He said " I am that."
" Guess I've been standing too long"

Mr. Kelley; " Did you hear about the poor fellow who had his left leg
and arm cut off?"
Mr. Flannigan; " Oh, he is alright now."

Girl; " Can you give me a couple of rooms?"
Burns " Yes suite me."
Girl; " Sir! you're too fresh."

She; " Sorry I could'nt keep that date with you last week"
Ryan; " Oh! wasn't that you?"

Fr. Tighe; " Why weren't you in study this afternoon?"
Cook; " I was working on the Collegian."
Mr. Tighe; " What is your official capacity?"
Cook; " Oh! about four or five quarts a day."
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